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On the Fundamental Solution of the Parabolic Equation

in a Rίemannian Space

By Kόsaku YOSIDA

1. Introduction. Let R be a connected domain of an infinitely
differentiable, ra-dimensional Riemannian space with the metric dsz —
gί}(x)dxdxj. We consider the general parabolic equation

(1.1)

where

(1. 2) AJdb, x) =

(9(^l/2bt(t, aO/(f. *))+<<*, *)/(*. a;),

3(a?) = det (£,/«)) .

The operator Ata is assumed to be elliptic in x in the sense that

(1.3) α i j(ί,a0£,fj>0 for Σ(

Since the value of Atxf(t, x} must be independent of the local coordinates
(a?1, ... , a?w), we must have, by the coordinates change x —>#, the
transformation rule

(1.4)

(1.4)

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the coefficients a v(tf a?),
~b\t, x\ c(t, a?) and 0,/a?) are infinitely differentiable function of the
local coordinates (a?1, ..., #m). The purpose of the present note is to
construct, under a certain HYPOTHESIS, which is surely satisfied for
compact Riemannian space R, the fundamental solution

(1. 6) P(s, t, y, a?), ( s<^ t and ?/, x 6 R}

of (1.1) with the following four properties:
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i) For s<t,

(1.7) L;̂  = -|y-Aί,P = 0, L

where

(i. 8) A Λ*. ιO = *"(*, v)

ii) When £ J, s0, s t s0 and distance (#, a?0) — »0, distance (?/, #0) — *0,
the function P(s, ίf ?y, a?) exhibits the principal singularity

(1.9) *-*'*(a(s09 ^y^o^Cί-βr^expC-α^βo, α;0)(^~
x4-i(£_s)-i), where

α(s, a?) = det (at£s, a?))f (α,/s, a?)) = (c&u(s, tf))"1

iii) We have

(1. 10) P(s, t, y, x} is, for any 8 > 0, bounded in ?/(#) for fixed x(y)
when ^ and £(^>s+£) are bounded.

(1. 11) \ \P(s, t, 2/, a?) I do?, where dx — ^(n-)172^1 ••• dxm, is bounded in
J/v

y when s and *Os) are bounded.

(1.11)' ( P(s, t, y, α;)ίte = 1 when c(ί, ») = 0.
J J?

iv) The Chapman-Kolmogoroffs equation holds, viz.

(1. 12) P(s, ί, ?/, a?) = P(s, u, y, z)P(u, t, z, x}dz, s<^u<^t.
jR

An Application to the Stochastic Processes. Let c(£, a;) ̂  0. When R
is a compact Riemannian space, we have, besides i)-iv), the condition

(1. 13) P(s, tt y, x} is everywhere non-negative.

Thus, in such a case, P(s9 t, y, x} may be considered as the transition
probability governed by the corresponding pair of Kolmogoroffs equa-
tions.

The following construction of P is based upon a construction^ of
a "fairly regular" parametrix for the adjoint equaticn of (1.1). Mr.
Seizό Itό kindly discussed the manuscript and remarked that, when R
is an Euclidean space, the fundamental solution for (1.1) was con-
structed by F. G. Dressel2) starting with an entirely different parametrix.

1) Cf. K. Yosida: On the integration of diffusion equations in Riemannian spaces,
the Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 3, 1952, 864-873.

2) The fundamental solution of the parabolic equations, Duke Math. J., 7 (1940), 186-203.
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His method is an extension of W. Feller's ρaper3) for the case m = 1.
Mr. Itό also has succeeded in constructing the fundamental solution
for the differentiable manifold R by extending Feller-DresseΓs method.
See the immediately following paper by Mr. Itό.

2. The Parametrix for the Adjoint Equation of (1. 1). Let, accord-
ing to the new metric dr(τ)2 — aί5(τ, xfix^x*,

(2. 1) Γ = Γ(τ, y, x} = r(τ, y, #)2

be the square of the smallest distance of y and x of R. Then we have the

Lemma. Let the positive integer k be ^>(2 + m/2). We may con-
struct a parametrix for the adjoint equation of (1. 1)

(2.2) H^T, t, y, x) = (ί-τ)-m/2 exp -*%• " ^ Σ ««(T. 2Λ »)(*-•r,)', .ί>τ,
\ 4(£—rj Λ=u

SMC/Z ί/zα£

(2. 3) Wi(τ, 2/, a?) are infinitely differentiable in the vicinity of y = x
and UQ(T, x, x} = 1,

(2. 4) LίyH^T, t, y, x} — (t—T)L-m/2 exp ί — -4p-^-γ~) cfc(^> 2/ #), "where

cfc(τ, ?/, a?) is infinitely differentiable in the vicinity of y = x.

Proof. We regard the point z on the geodesic (according to the
new metric cZr(τ)2 = afj(r, x^dxdx2} joining x and y as a function of
r = r(τ, a?, z). We have then the well-known identities^

(2. 5) L(τ, z, έ) = α,j(τ, z^'έ^ = 1, z* =-^-9

3Γ(τ, ?/, a/0 x N 3Z/τ, if9 if} r» /v ". ίl m: 9^17-, ?/, ί^J V *;. " X =r .ώ^T, 2/>

Hence we have the important identity

(2. 6) Γ(τ, ?/, a?) = r(τ, ?/, a?)22""^

3) W. Feller: Zur Theorie der stochastischen Prozesse, Math. Ann. 113 (1936), 113-160.
4) See, for example, M. Riesz: L'integrale de Riemann-Liouville et le probleme de

Cauchy, Acta Math, 81 (1948), p. 171.
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Thus the operator A'τy9 when applied to a function F(Γ, y\ where
Γ being looked as a function of y, may be written as

(2. 7) A'ryF = 4Γ +M +2 α- , +ΛΓ^) , where

i

Here the differentiation must be performed as if Γ and. y are independent
variables. Hence we have

-A^H^r, t, y, a;) = Σ -^(t-rj^^ exp (-
j=o 4 \

- έ (ί-,y
exp •-

where M _ j Ξ θ and hence Λ^(M_!)ΞO Therefore, by

we obtain the lemma if Uι are successively so determined that

where w^ are infinitely differentiable in the vicinity of y = x and

u_ι = 0, WO(T> ^» a?) = 1.

To this purpose, we introduce the normal coordinates of y around x
according to the new metric dr(<r)2 = C^/T, y)dydy3

(2.9) *=**•*•

Then we have, by (2. 5),

1 πσί dΓ_

2 a^
We have also the order relations
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Hence the equations (2. 8) are transformed into ordinary differential
equations in r containing the parameters ξ

By ^ΞΞΞO and WO(T, y, x} = I, these equations may be integrated as

(2.11, .̂..

",(τ, y, α) = tt0r-' - Λ ^ - i ) + — P , (i=l, 2, 3, ..., fc).

2. The Fundamental Solution of the Adjoint Equation of (1. 1). We
assume the following

Hypothesis. There exists a positive constant η with the properties :
Let 8(5) be infinitely differentiable and ^0 for S^O such that

(3.1) 8(5) = 1 for 0<S<η and 8(5) = 0 for 5^2^.

Let S(#, 2/) denote the distance of x and # according to the original
metric ds2 = gi)(x)ίx''dx). Then

i) the function

(3. 2) £Γ(β, t, yf α?) = τr-~/*(α(ί, x)/g(x^H^(s9 1, y, x}δ(S(y, x}}

is defined everywhere and the integral

(3. 3) I \H(s, t, y, x)\dx is bounded in y when s and ί(>s) are bounded.
jR

ii) The function

(3. 4) K(s9 1, y, x} = L'syH(s9 ί, y, #) is bounded everywhere when s and
) are bounded.

iii) The integral

(3. 5) 1 dy is bounded in x .

The above HYPOTHESIS is surely satisfied when -R is a compact
Riemannian space. In the general case, the HYPOTHESIS will impose
conditions upon the coefficients gtί(x)9 α* j(ί, α?), 6*(ίf a?) and c(έ, a?).
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Theorem 1. Let the Hypothesis^, be satisfied. Then the function

(3. 6) P(s, t, y, x} = H(s, t, ?/, a?)- \ dτ \ H(s, τ, y, z)Q(τ, t, z, x]dz ,
J s JR

where

(3. 7) Q(s, t, y, x} = f j (-iγ^Kn(s9 t, y, a?),
W = l

K! = K, Kn(s, t, y, x} =-- Γ dr ( K(s, T, y, z)Kn^(rt t, z, x)dz,
J s JR

satisfies L(yP(s, t, ?/, a?) = 0, (1.10) and (1.11).

Proof. We obtain, by the integral formula due to Dirichlet

Γ Clτ [ M(σ, τ)ΛΓ(τ, f]dσ = Γ dσ Γ M(σ, τ)ΛΓ(τ, f)dτ ,
J s J s J s J σ

the associative law

(3.8) (K®L}®M = K®(L®M}

for the " convolution "

(3. 9) (L®M)(5, ί, y, x} = {' dτ ( L(s, T, y, z)M(r, t,z, χ}dz .
j s J R

Let us, by (3.4)-(3. 5), put

sup I K(s, t, y, x) I = N9 sup \ dy = A .
S0<S<t<tQ X Λ^o

^y^~R S(x,y)^2Ά

Then since K(s, t, y, x} vanishes for S(y9 x)~^2η independently of s and
t, we have, for s0<s<Ί;<Lt0,

(3.10) sup \Kn(s, t, y, x}\ <NnAn~\t-sγ^/(n-I}\,
x, y e R

sup f \Kn(s, t, y, x}\dx^NnAn(t-s}n-^/(n-l}\.
y R

This proves the convergence of (3. 7). Thus we have, by (3.3)-(3.8),

(3.11) P = H-H®Q = H-P®K .

We have also (1.9)-(1.11) by applying Fubini's theorem.
The proof of L'syP(s, t, y, x) = 0 may be obtained as follows. We

first prove the fundamental limit theorem

5) It is to be noted that our HYPOTHESIS is independent of the choice of the local
coordinates, whereas Mr. Ito's conditions are dependent upon the local coordinates since
his conditions are referred to the " canonical coordinates system ".
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(3.12) /(a?)- lim \ Ώ f ( y ^ H ( s 9 t 9 y 9 x ) ί y = lim \J(y}H(s9t,x9yyiy
s\tQ, tlί0JR sί*c, HtoJK

for any continuous function /(?/).

This may be proved as in the note referred to 1). Thus, if we know

(3. 13) lim Usy ('* β dτ ( H(s, T, y, z)Q(τ, f, z, x}dz = 0 ,
ε O J s J/£

we have
t dτ{ H(s, T, y, z)Q(τ, t, z, x^
s + ε JR

— lim 1 dr Usy \ H(s, T, y, z)Q(τ, ί, j?,
ε ψ O J s + ε J/J

= LgyH— lim \ H(s, s + S,y, z}Q(s + S, t, z9
ε ψ O JR

- lim f dr \ Q(τ, ί, 2:, x}Lf

sfl(s9τ9 y, z}dz
ε ψ o Js + ε J/?

The proof of (3. 13) may be obtained by changing z into the normal
coordinates ξ around y according to the metric dr(s}2 = a{j(s9

and then changing the coordinates ξ and T into ξ and K :

4. The Fundamental Formula and the Identity of the Fundamental
Solution of (1. 1) with the that of the Adjoint Equation of (1. 1). Start-
ing with the parametrix H*(s9t,y9x) for LCX9 we may construct the
fundamental solution P*(s, t, y, x} for Lΐa with the same properties as
those given in (1.9)-(1.11). Of course we must impose the HYPO-
THESIS for H* similar to that for H. We may prove the identity

(4. 1) P*0, t, y. x} - P(s, t, ?/, a?) .

Proof. We will make use of the FUNDAMENTAL FORMULA

(4. 2) h(t9 7/)/(ί, y)iy - h(s, y)f(89 y}dy

= \'dr(
J s JR

if h(τ9 2/) and. /(T, y} are continuously differentiable once in T and twice
in y and if, moreover, h(τt y} vanishes outside a compact set of y which
is independent of T. This may be proved by
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Π Ύ (e cA(τ, 2/)/(τ, y^dy = \ dr -y
Jf^ " Js J s Co

and
Λ

lί»A(τ, ?/)—A(τ, y)ATVf(r, y}\dy = 0,

the latter being proved by Green's integral theorem and the vanishing
of h(τ, y} outside a compact set of y independently of T.

Now let t2<O<C*<*ι» and apply (4.2) to

h(τ, I/) = #(τ, t l f 2/, z), /(T, 2/) = P*(£2, T, X9 ΐ/) .
Thus

f H(t9 tl9 y, z)P*(t2, t, x, yyiy- { H(s, tl9 y,
J# JR

= Γ dr { H(τ9 t, y9 z)LTVP*(t2, T, x, y}dy
Js JR

-\ dτ\ P*(ί2, r, x, y}UyH(τ, tl9 y9 z)dy
J s JR

= - \ dτ\ P*(t29 T, x, y}K(r9 tl9 y9 z^dy .
Js Jft

By letting tλ [ t and remembering (3. 12), we obtain

P*(i2, ί, x, z} - \ H(s9 t, y9 z)P*(t29 s9 x9 y}dy
JR

= - \ dτ\ P*(t2 , T, x, 2/)#(τ, t, y, z}dy .
Js JR

Next, by letting t2 1 s and remembering the limit theorem

(3.12)' /(*)(= lim ( f(y}P*(s,t9y9x}dy}= lim ( f(y)P*(8, t, x,
\ sΐto.tlto JR y s^to^lt^R

for any (integrable and) bounded continuous function /(?/),

which may be proved as (3. 12), we obtain

(4. 3) P*(s, t, a?, z)-#(Λ *, #, 0) = - (' dr ( P*(s9 T, α?f y)K(τ9 1, y9 z)άy
Js JR

viz.

(4. sy p* = H-P*®K .
Therefore the continuous kernel

S(s, t9 y, x} = P(s, t, y, tf)-

satisfies the conditions

5 = -S®K9
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sup I \S(s, t, if, x)\dx is bounded if s and 'tC>sf) are bounded.
y J R

Hence

S=-S®Kn (w = l,2,...).

and thus, by (3. 10), we must have S(s, t, y, x) == 0.

5. The Uniqueness Lemmas and their Application to the Proof of
(1. 11)', (1. 12) and (1. 13).

The Uniqueness Lemma 1. Let f ( t , x} be a continuous (for ί:>
solution of LtJ = 0, t ^> s, such that

f(s, x) = 0 , x 6 R ,

S \f(t, x)\dx is bounded for bounded
R

Then we must have f ( t , α?) = 0.

Proof. By applying the same argument as was used in the proof of
(4.3), we obtain, for £>0,

f f ( t , ?/)#(£, t + e, y, xyiy = - Γ dτ { /(T, y)K(r, t + 8, y, x)dy
JR I* JR

Hence, by letting s [ 0 and remembering (3. 12), we have

f(t, a?) = - Γ cZr ( /(T, yyK(r, t, y, x}dy .
J, JΛ

Thus we obtain f ( t , ar) ̂  0 by the same argument as was used in the
proof of P = P*.

Similarly we obtain the

Uniqueness Lemma 2. Let h(s, y} be a continuous (for s>£) solution
of L'syh = Q, s<^t, such that

sup \h(s9y)\ is bounded if s(<^t} is bounded.
y

Then h(s, ?/) = 0.

We are now able to prove (1.11)', (1.12) and (1.13).

The proof of (1.12). Let s<><£, and consider

T(s, t, y, x} = ( P(s, u, y, z)P(u, t, z,
JR

It is easy to see from (3.6), (3,10) and (1.11), that
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LtxT = \ P(s, u. y9 z}LtxP(ut t, z, x)dz = 0 , t > u .
J#

Moreover T(s, u, y, x} = P(s, u9 y, #), by

(3. 12)" /(*)(= lim ( f(y}P(s9 t. y, x}dy] = lim [ f(y^P(s9 t, x9 y}dy
\ s\tQ,tiWR ' sϊfatlWR

for any (integrable and) bounded continuous function f(y\

which may be proved as (3.12). Thus we obtain

T(s, t, y, or) = P(s, t, y, x} for t > u

by the uniqueness lemma 1. Similarly we may prove

T(s9 t, y, x} = P(s, t, y, x} for s <^ u .

The proof of (1. 11)'. The function

p(s, t. y} = \ P(s, t, y, x}dx
J/?

is bounded when s and tOs) are bounded and satisfies

β,t f y) = l (by (3.
S t

Hence, by the uniqueness lemma 2, we have

The proof of (1. 13). Let /(#) be non-negative and continuous.
It is sufficient to prove the non-negativity of

F(β, s9 tt y} = exp (8s) \ P(s, t, y, x}f(x)dx
JΛ

for any 6<0 and for any such /(#). We have, by L^P = 0,

(5. i) _ g _β,,(β, y) _^_ _ 6U ,)!! _6F = o , s < t .

F(6, t9 19 T/) is non-negative by (3. 12)". Let F(8, s9 19 y} be, for fixed, s

and t9 negative somewhere and let F(β, sQ9 tt 2/0)< 0. Then F(s,y)=
F(89 s9 19 y} must, in the product space

\s; sQ<Ls<^t\ xR9

reach its negative minimum at a certain point (#!,?/!), s0<Lsl<^t. We
have, at (s19y1)9

contrary to (5. 1).
(Received March 6, 1953)




